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Disclaimer: 

This document contains information based on research that has been gathered by employee(s) of The Senator 

Patrick Leahy Center for Digital Investigation (LCDI). The data contained in this project is submitted voluntarily 

and is unaudited.  Every effort has been made by LCDI to assure the accuracy and reliability of the data contained 

in this report. However, LCDI nor any of our employees make no representation, warranty or guarantee in 

connection with this report and hereby expressly disclaims any liability or responsibility for loss or damage 

resulting from use of this data. Information in this report can be downloaded and redistributed by any person or 

persons. Any redistribution must maintain the LCDI logo and any references from this report must be properly 

annotated.  
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Introduction 

The Bluetooth Vulnerability Assessment project evaluated the capabilities and vulnerabilities of the 

increasingly popular wireless protocol, Bluetooth. The objective of this project was to determine what 

information could be gathered from Bluetooth devices and if the devices themselves could be exploited using 

open source tools currently available to the public. Two such tools our team had decided to use were Econocom 

Digital Security’s Btlejuice and Pwnie Express’s BlueHydra. Another tool we used was a command in Linux 

called l2ping. All of the tools brought unique capabilities to the project and allowed us to assess and exploit 

vulnerabilities within the Bluetooth protocol.  

Background 

The LCDI has been conducting research into the Bluetooth protocol and its vulnerabilities since the spring of 

2016. Last semester’s research team was broken down into two groups: one team worked with Btlejuice by 

Econocom Digital Security and the other with Pwnie Express’s BlueHydra. Btlejuice is a framework developed 

for performing Man-in-the-Middle attacks on Bluetooth Smart devices. Last semester’s team utilized Btlejuice to 

help unlock a Schlage Sense Smart Deadbolt by intercepting signals from an authorized smartphone and resending 

them from an unauthorized laptop. However, the team ran into issues after updating the firmware on the lock and 

phone, limiting their ability to manipulate the lock. They were only able to unlock the deadbolt once with the 

laptop, but afterwards were unable to unlock it with either the phone or the laptop. This semester we hoped to 

discern if it was still possible to exploit this vulnerability, or if the vulnerability was addressed in the latest 

firmware update. 

BlueHydra uses the device discovery service from the bluez library and an Ubertooth One adapter in order to find 

classic and low energy Bluetooth devices within a certain proximity. The BlueHydra team had two goals for the 

previous fall semester: to use BlueHydra and the Ubertooth One to find Bluetooth devices outside of discovery 

mode and to see if they could track a person throughout a building. In both aspects, the team encountered issues. 

This was attributed to a communication fault between the Ubertooth One and BlueHydra. 

Purpose and Scope 

Since Bluetooth capable devices are becoming increasingly available, it is important to stay on top of 

vulnerabilities within the Bluetooth protocol itself. The Bluetooth Vulnerability Assessment project is assessing 

any vulnerabilities and determining how they can be exploited.  
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Research Questions 

1. What sort of information can be gathered from Bluetooth devices using BlueHydra and Btlejuice? 

2. What vulnerabilities can be observed in Bluetooth devices as a result of information gathering? 

3. What kinds of exploits can be run against our Bluetooth devices? 

4. Is it possible to disable the use or connection of Bluetooth devices?  

Terminology 

Bluetooth- is a method of wireless connection that allows for data transfer over short distances between devices. 

l2ping- is a Linux command that allows a user to send packets to a Bluetooth enabled device through its layer 

two address. This command was used to send thousands of packets to our Bluetooth devices in an attempt to 

overload them and either block a connection, block their function, or shutdown the device. 

BlueHydra- is a Bluetooth discovery program meant to find and report on Bluetooth devices using Bluetooth 

Classic or Bluetooth Low Energy. It runs on the bluez Linux library. It also uses a physical device called an 

Ubertooth to discover these devices. 

Btlejuice- is a framework designed to expedite the process of performing man in the middle attacks against  

Bluetooth devices. It contains a core program, an interception proxy, and a dedicated web interface designed to 

make the attacks easy to view and execute. 

Bluetooth Low Energy- Designed to run with minimal power consumption, Bluetooth Low Energy also known 

as “BLE” or Bluetooth Smart, is a short range wireless personal area network. It is commonly used in small 

devices such as fitness trackers, Bluetooth enabled toys, security devices, and home entertainment products. 

Media Access Control (MAC) Address- The media access control address, or MAC address, is a physical 

address assigned to a device by the manufacturer. These addresses are most commonly 48 bits with the first 24 

bits identifying the manufacturer and the last 24 identifying the individual device.  

Denial of Service- A denial of service (DoS) attack is an attempt to make a machine or network resource 

unavailable to its intended users. A DoS attack is sent by one person or system while an attack by two or more 

people is known as a distributed denial of service attack (DDoS). DoS attacks are accomplished through different 

methods. One of these methods involves saturating the target with external communications requests to overload 

the machine so it can't respond to requests from legitimate users. By using up all of the target's resources, it can 

no longer provide its intended service. 

http://wiki.lcdi/index.php/Network
http://wiki.lcdi/index.php/User
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Ping Flood- is a method of a DoS attack where the target is sent a “ping” multiple times (in the hundreds or 

thousands) without waiting for a response and within a very short interval. The objective is to overflow the target 

and cause it to fail. 

Generic Attribute Profile (GATTs)- is used by the Bluetooth protocol to define the way two Bluetooth Low 

Energy devices transfer data back and forth with concepts called services and characteristics. GATT makes use 

of the Attribute Protocol (ATT) to store Services, Characteristics, and related data in a table with 16-bit IDs for 

each entry in the table. 

Methodology and Methods 

Before working with our Bluetooth tools, each member of the team conducted research into the Bluetooth 

Protocol and its possible vulnerabilities. With a basic understanding of the protocol, we started learning how to 

use BlueHydra and Btlejuice. Based on each tool's functionality, we began the project by using BlueHydra to 

take advantage of its Bluetooth scanning ability. We secured a set of Bluetooth capable devices with different 

versions of Bluetooth and used BlueHydra to discover pertinent details about each, such as their Bluetooth 

version and Bluetooth MAC address. Table 1 below contains the details we gathered about each of the devices.  

Midway through the semester, we discovered the l2ping command in Linux, which sends Bluetooth packets to a 

specified device using its Bluetooth MAC address. We used these devices and tools as a baseline throughout the 

project. Armed with the specifics about our Bluetooth devices, we transitioned to working with Btlejuice in an 

attempt to intercept Bluetooth communications and exploit them.  

Equipment Used 

The devices listed below, are all of the devices used for testing purposes:  

Table 1: Bluetooth Device List 

Name Device Type Hardware Specification 

Anker Bluetooth 

Keyboard 

Keyboard Bluetooth 3.0 

Apple Watch Sport Watch Bluetooth 4.0 

Fitbit Surge Fitness Watch Bluetooth 4.0 

Moto 360 Smart Watch Smart Watch Bluetooth 4.0 

Bose Soundlink Mini Speaker Bluetooth 3.0 

UE Boom Gen 2 Speaker Bluetooth 4.2 
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UE Boom Gen 1 Speaker Bluetooth 4.0 

Nexus 7 Tablet Tablet Bluetooth 3.0 

iPhone 6S Smart Phone Bluetooth 4.0 

iPhone 7 Smart Phone Bluetooth 4.0 

Samsung Galaxy Prime Smart Phone Bluetooth 4.0 

Samsung Galaxy S7 Smart Phone Bluetooth 4.2 

Lenovo IdeaPad P400 

Touch 

Laptop  

Kali Linux 

Toshiba Satellite C55t-

B5110 

Laptop  

Kali Linux 

Ubertooth One (2) Monitoring and 

Development Platform  

RP-SMA RF Connector 

CC2591 RF Front End 

CC2400 Wireless Transceiver 

LPC175x ARM Cortex-M3 

Microcontroller with Full-Speed USB 

2.0. 

USB A Plug 

Kinivo Adapter (2) Bluetooth Adapter Bluetooth 4.0 

Analysis 

BlueHydra 

We devised several test situations for BlueHydra in a number of different environments to observe its 

consistency. The tool itself was easy to use and analyze. Figure 1 below provides an example of BlueHydra in 

use. The screenshot depicts all of the columns organized in a neat and evenly spaced manner. One feature we 

utilized within BlueHydra was rearranging the order in which devices were displayed on the screen. By using 

the ‘s’ key and pressing enter we were able to move the columns to the right as needed, changing the order of 

the columns and allowing for greater organization and observation. This was especially useful because 

BlueHydra is a live scanning tool, meaning it is being updated every few seconds with new information. 

Reorganizing the columns made interpreting the live data easier on the eye. 
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Figure 1: BlueHydra in use 

Btlejuice 

Much like the team from last semester, we encountered the most problems when using Btlejuice. Installation of 

the tool revealed several problems including the fact that node-legacy must be installed in order for Btlejuice to 

reference Node.js libraries properly. The program does not operate on the current version of Node.js. Once we 

had Btlejuice installed properly, we ran into a problem with our proxy. The web proxy would not relay 

Bluetooth communications through itself as intended. Rather, the proxy would connect to the device you 

specified and essentially hijack that connection for itself leaving the controller (the iPad in the case of the smart 

lock) out of the connection. We tried many configurations in an attempt to coerce the proxy into functioning. 

This included spoofing the Bluetooth Addresses of our Kinivo Bluetooth Adapters using the command line tool 

Spooftooph, a utility that automates the spoofing of Bluetooth devices. Our configurations included spoofing 

one of the devices to get a baseline result, spoofing one as the iPad and not spoofing the other, spoofing one as 

the lock and not the other, and spoofing one as the lock and one as the iPad. Finally we attempted all possible 

connections using each of these configurations with no resolution to our proxy issue. Please reference the 

diagram below in Figure 2 for a visual representation of the proxy problem. 
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Figure 2: Btlejuice Proxy Problem Network Diagram 

L2ping 

The latest tool to the Bluetooth Vulnerability Assessment team’s repertoire is l2ping. The team learned about 

l2ping after researching the “Bluesmack” attack, which is a DoS attack for Bluetooth devices. L2ping was 

designed as a system administration tool which sends an echo request to a designated Bluetooth MAC address. 

For the purpose of our vulnerability testing, we used l2ping to disrupt and shut down vulnerable Bluetooth 

devices. 

Results 

BlueHydra 

One of the first questions we wanted to explore was what pieces of information could be intercepted using the 

various tools at our disposal. With BlueHydra, we are able to receive various types of useful information 

including the manufacturer, Bluetooth version, MAC address, and device name. With the MAC addresses we 

collected, we transitioned into using Btlejuice with the intent of intercepting Bluetooth data as it was being live 

broadcasted.  

Blue Hydra is capable of intercepting a wide variety of Bluetooth data, including data created by iBeacon 

devices. iBeacon devices transmit location based data through BLE; this transmission allows for BlueHydra to 
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gather information on the range of the device and its approximate location. Unfortunately, we could not get this 

feature to function properly. 

Btlejuice 

BtleJuice allowed us to view some of the same devices we found and identified using BlueHydra, but offered 

limited success in the interception of Bluetooth data. Despite the varied configurations of spoofing, we were not 

able to obtain packets that could then be used to replay the GATTs on the lock to have it lock or unlock. The 

only GATTs we did obtain were in some instances where we would receive eight packets, as shown in Figure 3. 

All of them were read GATTs and could not be used in any meaningful way. The appearance of these packets 

were not consistent either. On occasion, they would appear and on others they would not. At one point, we 

received a pop up from Btlejuice alerting us that a packet had been intercepted (the 2b 00 as seen in Figure 3 

below). However, there was no action that could be taken with those packets. One thing to note is that all of the 

packets which Btlejuice “intercepted” actually appeared before initiating interception. 

 

Figure 3: Btlejuice GATT interception 

L2ping 

Using l2ping, we attacked our devices by sending packet floods to their specific Bluetooth MAC addresses. 

This attack yielded results against our Fitbit Blaze watch and our Anker Keyboard. We also tested against a 

Samsung Galaxy s7 connected to a UE Boom Gen2 speaker which had a small effect on the audio signal. 

Further testing of our remaining Bluetooth devices provided no noticeable effect.  

At first, the Blaze was put in pair mode and l2ping ran against it. After 343 packets came through, the device 

itself crashed and completed a full power cycle (restarted). The test was run again and it was discovered that the 

Fitbit could be sent packets and disabled without being in pair mode (i.e. while not searching for a new 

connection). The Fitbit could be disabled at any time using this command.  In order to restore the device to its 
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prior status of not being vulnerable to the attack while not in pair mode, the Fitbit would need a full power reset. 

Once the device powered back on it could no longer be flooded with pings while not in pair mode. 

We created a similar event with the Anker keyboard where we were able to ping the keyboard repeatedly in pair 

mode, to the point where a full power cycle was needed to restore functionality to the device. This flood against 

the keyboard required roughly 3000 packets.  

Our testing revealed that l2ping’s effectiveness was varied in terms of the devices it could be used against. If the 

device openly accepted and attempted to process those packets, it would slow the device down to the point 

where it would either be severely disrupted or in some cases (e.g. the Anker Keyboard) it would completely 

disallow connections to the device until a full power cycle was given to it. Different situations gave way to 

different devices being vulnerable. Much of the time, if a device was in pair mode, it was vulnerable. 

Conclusion 

Upon completion of testing, the Bluetooth Vulnerability Assessment team made significant strides in 

identifying weaknesses in the Bluetooth protocol. Using BlueHydra we were able to sniff device specific 

information from visible devices within our testing environment. We were able capture read packets of a 

Bluetooth Schlage Deadbolt using Btlejuice, but were unable to successfully create a man-in-the-middle attack 

and control the lock remotely from an unpaired device. Lastly, using the l2ping command we were able to 

create disruptions in functionality of devices and in some cases render a device useless until it went through a 

complete power cycle.  

Further Work 

The team has done extensive testing with BlueHydra, Btlejuice and l2ping. We have tested numerous devices 

with each tool and have determined the effectiveness of each. Btlejuice is a tool with which we have been 

wholly unsuccessful. The only steps moving forward with using that tool would be reverse engineering the 

application itself to discover how it works and why it is not functioning as expected. The phone apps and 

devices we have used might also need to be reverse engineered to determine if Btlejuice is a tool that can even 

exploit a device like the Schlage Smart Sense Deadbolt. If the LCDI were to continue the Bluetooth 

Vulnerability Assessment project they would need a group of individuals’ comfortable reverse engineering 

software and troubleshooting the issues the previous teams have encountered. BlueHydra could be tested further 

with dedicated iBeacons since as of now the tool is not reporting the precise location of devices which have 

integrated iBeacons. L2ping is a simple tool that could be tested against new devices, as they roll out into the 
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market. It is the recommendation of this team to research and explore using new tools because, to date, we have 

exhausted all efforts working with the ones used in this project. They have been extensively researched, tested, 

and modified and their conclusions have been reached.  
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